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DISCUSSION: The delivery bond in this matter was declared breached by the Field Office Director, Detention 
and Removal, San Antonio, Texas, and is now before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The 
appeal will be dismissed. 

The record indicates that June 6,2003, the obligor posted a $7,500 bond conditioned for the delivery of the above 
referenced alien. A Notice to Deliver Alien (Form 1-340) dated July 27, 2004, was sent via certified mail, return 
receipt requested. The notice demanded ~e bonded alien's surrender 

at 9:00 a.m. on September 13,2004, 
obligor failed to present the alien, 

e director informed the obligor that the delivery bond had been breached. 

On appeal, counsel asserts that the bonded alien was ordered deported on August 21, 2003. Counsel further 
asserts that because ICE made no attempt to execute this order within 180 days, it has lost detention authority, and 
the delivery bond should be canceled as a 'matter of law. 

The record reflects thara removal hearing was held on August 21,2003 and the alien was ordered removed in 
absentia. 

:II Bmtholomeu 11. INS, 487 F. Supp. 315 (D. Md. 1980), the judge stated tcgading former section 242(c) of 
the Immi,gration and Nationality Act (the Act) tha~, although the statute limited the authority of the Attol-ney 
Ckneral, now the Secretary, Department of Ho~neland Security (Sec~etay), to detain an alien after an six- 
;non.ih period (at that time) following the entry of an order of removal, the period had been extended where 
the delay in effecting removal arose not from any dalliance on the part of the Attorney General but from the 
dien's own resort to delay or avoid removal. The Attorney General never had his unhampered and unimpeded 
sz-month period in which lo effect the alien's timely removal because the alien failed io appear for r~ctmoval 
a d  remained a fugitive. 

Present section 241@)(2) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. $ 123 1(a)(2), gives the Secretary authority to physically detain 
an alien for a period of 90 days from the date of final order of removal for the purpose of effecting removal, 
and was intended to give the Secretary a specific unhampered period of time within which to effect removal. 
Section 241(a)(l)(C) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 5 1231(a)(l)(C), specifically provides for an extension of the 
removal period beyond the 90day period when the alien conspires or acts to prevent his own removal. As the 
alien in this rase failed to appear for the removal hearing, the Secretary's detention authority is suspended, 
and, lollowing Bartholomeu, will be deemed to start running when the aiie11 is apprehended and otherwise 
a~ailable for actual removal. 

As noted above, the Secretary maintains detention authority in this case, as the alien failed to appear for his 
removal hearing and to surrender to ICE for removal. We will nevertheless fully address counsel's arguments 
below. 

The AAO has continually held that the Secretary's authority to maintain a delivery bond is not contingent 
upon his authority to detain the alien. Cqunsel argues this ruling is contrary to Shrode v. Rowoldt, 213 F.2d 
810 (8" Cir. 1954). 

Following his arrest for violating immigration laws, Rowoldt, the alien in Shrode, was released on a bond 
conditioned upon his appearance for departation proceedings. Although the order of deportation became final 
in April 1952, he was not deported. In October 1952, more than six months after the deportation order became 
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final, Rowoldt w s  placed on supervisory parole. Immigration officials, however, refused to release him from 
bond. 

In upholding the lower court's decisiobn releasing Rowoldt from bond, the appellate court noted that the 
statute granted the Attorney General s+pervisory and limited detention authority but did not authorize the 
posting of bond. The court stated that the requirement to post bail is tantamount to making the sureties jailers, 
and that the power to require bail connqtes the power to imprison in the absence of such bail. Since the only 
authority the Attorney General could xercise in Rowoldt's case was supervisory, a bond could not be 
required. f 
Since Shrode, section 305 of the Illeggl Irrmigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 
(meAIRA) added section 241(a)(l) of q e  Act, 8 U.S.C, 5 1231(a)(l). It provides generally that the Secretary 
shall remove an alien from the United SFates within 90 days following the order of removal, with the 90-day 
period suspended for cause. During the 90-day removal period, the Secretary shall ,exercise detention 
authority by taking the alien into custody and canceling any previously posted bond unless the -bond has been 
breached or is subject to being breached.Section 241(a)(2) of the Act; 8 C.F.R. 5 241.3(a). 

I 

Section 241(a)(3) o l  the Act provides tb if an alien does not leave or is not rerno-ied .during the Wday 
period, the-alien shall be subject to sup$i-vision under fegulations prescribed by the Secretary.. Posting of a 
bond *nay he authorized as a rc~ndition ot releast: after tile 80-day dztentic-n period. 8 C.F.R. 9 241.5(b). Thus, 
kmlih 4n Shrd&, thz Secretary has the dcmtinuing authority to require aliens to post bond following the 90.- 
day IYC)SF -order &tentinn p e ~ i ~ d .  . , 

I 

?'he obligor is bound by the terns of the contract to which it obliga~ed itself. The tenns of the Form 1-352 fax - I 
bonds eonditisne? upon the delivery o f t  e alien establish tbe following condition: "the obligor.shal1 cause the 
%lien to be produced or to produce !I 'mself7herself . . . upon each and every written request until 
e;cclusion/deportation/removal proceedinks . . . are finally terminated." (Emphasis added). Thus, the heligor is 
bound to deliver the alien by the exprep terms of the bond contract until either exelusion, deportation or 
?emoval proceedings are finally terminatdd, or one of the other conditions occurs. a 

I 

In Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678 (2 al), the Supreme Court expressly recognized the authority of the 
hmig ra t io~  and Naturalization Service ( 1 egacy NS) to require the posting of a bond as a conditioir of release 
after it lost detention authority over the alien, even though a bond was not provided as a condition of release 
by the statute. In Doan v. INS, 311 F.34 1160 (grn Cir. 2002), the 9" Circuit held the Legacy WS had the . 
authority to require a $10,000 delivery Pond in a supervised release context even though it did not have 
detention authority. These cases arose i the post-removal period, and it is obvious from the rulings that 
detention authority is not the sole ing factor as to whether ICE can require a delivery bond. 

I 

The bond contract provides that it may canceled when (1) exclusion/deportation/removal proceedings an 
finally terminated; (2) the alien is d by ICE for detention or deportatiodremoval; or (3) the bond is 
otherwise canceled. The der which the bond may be "otherwise canceled" occur when the 
Secretary or the a requirement for another bond, and the alien posts such a bond, or 
when an order of and the alien is taken into custody. As the obligor has not shown 
that any of these is not canceled. 


